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Metric spaces
ªSingle dynamical node can ‘represent’ the 

present/absence of input, but can’t tell you what that input 
is (features) or where it is (space)

ªFor that, we need metric spaces…
ªGreen hue value
ª20 deg to the right of midline
ªThe dog is similar to the cat
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How do we represent metrics neurally?
ªSimplest example: topographic representation in visual 

cortex…
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Dynamic fields
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Different interactions = different behaviors
ªGlobal inhibition à winner-take-all
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Different interactions = different behaviors
ªLocal-excitation / surround inhibition à multi-peak 

[simulator]

ªWeak interactions = self-stabilized peaks
ªStrong interactions = self-sustaining peaks
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Summary: Dynamic Fields
ªNeuronal dynamics distributed over a metric space = 

dynamic field
ªFields combine...

ªSigmoidal non-linearity
ªNeural interaction function (convolution kernel)
ªinputs

ªDifferent neural interactions yield different behaviors
ªSelf-stabilized (input-driven ‘encoding’)
ªSelf-sustaining (working memory ‘consolidation’)
ªWinner-take-all (decision-making)
ªMulti-peak (multi-item working memory)

Dynamic fields are not a neural analogy
ªEvidence suggests that the brain actually work this way
ªNeural population dynamics captured by DFT are 

observable in cortex (e.g., surround inhibition)

Jancke et al. (1999)
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Neural dynamics over multiple timescales
ªThus far, we’ve covered local decisions (peaks) within 

neural populations
ªIn some cases, these decisions are short-lived à detect a 

stimulus and then relax back to resting state
ªIn other cases, these decisions can remain for up to 30 or 

more seconds à self-sustaining peaks (working memory)
ªBut what about neural dynamics that extend over the 

timescales of learning and development?

Memory traces
ªOperates like a linear system at each field site (activation 

in field moves attractor to 1; absence of activation moves 
attractor to 0)

ªAccumulate a trace as long as above-threshold activity 
ªCan have a convolution kernel that smears memory trace 

effects out over metric space
ªCan also have a separate decay rate

!mem!mem !, ! = −!mem !, ! + !(! !, ! )                                               (2.4) 
 

! ! !. ! = −! !, ! + ℎ + ! !, ! + !mem!mem !, ! + ∫ ! ! − !! ! ! !!, ! !!!        (2.5) 
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Building peaks from memory traces
ªMemory trace + h boost
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Evidence for memory traces

Lipinksi, Samuelson, Spencer (2010)
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What about development?
ªSpatial precision hypothesis: excitatory and inhibitory 

neural interactions become stronger over development 
(via a self-organizing or locally Hebbian process)

ªThis has multiple 
consequences…
ªPeaks build faster 

(faster RTs)
ªPeaks become narrower 

(enhance discrimination)
ªPeaks become stronger 

and more self-sustaining 
(more robust WM and 
higher capacity)

The SPH Emerges from Experience
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Summary: Learning & Development
ªMemory traces open up DFT to neural processes that 

extend over a learning timescale
ªWe can also capture developmental change by increasing 

the strength of excitatory and inhibitory neural interactions
ªRecent work suggests a link between the accumulation of 

memory traces distributed over metric dimensions and 
developmental changes in neural interaction strength
ªLearning and development might be mechanistically related


